Scientific Applications in Justice Spring 2015

Mark Desire  MDesire@rci.rutgers.edu

This class is designed to present various specialties that exist under the larger discipline of Forensic Science. It will provide practical information for Criminal Justice majors as well as students interested in law enforcement careers.

Grading:  

Quizzes  25%  
Exams  75%

Syllabus

January  
21  Introduction
26  Pathology
28  Pathology

February  
2  Crime Scene Death Investigation
4  Toxicology
9  Odontology
11  Entomology
16  Anthropology
18  Case Analysis
23  Exam 1
25  Questioned Documents

March  
2  Handwriting Analysis
4  Career Event
9  Computer Forensics
11  Engineering
16  Spring Recess
18  Spring Recess
23  Reconstruction
25  Blood Pattern Analysis
30  Blood Pattern Analysis

April  
1  Trajectory
6  Case Analysis
8  Exam 2
13  Crimelabs
15  Ethics
20  NAS Report
22  Forensic Science in the Courtroom
27  Expert Witness Testimony
29  Courtroom Tactics

May  
4  Final Exam Review